Sample Issue Canvas
Issue:

Problem statement: (Brief

Brief description of
planned activities
Sustainable energy
(outputs):
Coloradans
are
wasting
Do you plan to
Development of
energy and money
integrate Extension
workshops, a website, a
through energy
work on this issue
list of sustainable
with CSU research? If inefficient behaviors.
energy contractors, and
so, how?
facilitation of utility
rebates
Yes. Research on
agrivoltaics, or the
use of solar
Goal/intended outcome:
photovoltaics to grow (Should be either a change in
Theory of change: (How
crops, will be
behavior/practice/decisionwill your outputs result in
making or a change in longintegrated into
achievement of your intended
term
condition)
Extension
outcome? Cite/link to
sustainable energy
research/evidence if possible.)
Adoption of
programming.
cost-effective solar
Research has shown that
energy
making a list of
Do you plan to
contractors available and
collaborate with other
facilitation of rebates
states on this issue? If
leads to the installation of
so, how?
cost-effective solar
Yes. A collaboration
energy (Quinn, 2015).
with Nebraska and
Research has also
Ohio on the
shown that creating
Target audience:
devlopment of a
social networks and peer
solar decision tool is Households in utility service groups is essential to the
territories with high electricity adoption of new
planned.
rates as determined by
technology (Smith, 2012).
Colorado utility rate
description of the specific
problem you are addressing)

schedules

Key indicators: (Up to
3 that show unique value
to key stakeholders)

(1)
Number of utility
rebate applications
facilitated

How will data be
collected and reported
for each indicator?
(1)
Count when receive a
confirmation that a rebate
application has been
submitted by the client.
Reported by individual who
facilitates the application.

(2)

(2)

Number of households
that installed
cost-effective solar
energy

Count when surveys indicate
a household has installed
solar with an expected
payback period of <10 years.
Reported by state staff
aggregating data.

(3)
N/A

(3)
N/A

Evaluation plan: (Who will be evaluated, when (afteronly, pre-post, etc.), and how (i.e. online survey)?)

A retrospective pre-post online survey will
be administered to all workshop attendees
one week after the workshop. A second
online survey will be administered to clients
for whom utility rebate applications were
facilitated during the previous year.

